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The Lower Rhine CIC congratulated the
company on its anniversary by
presenting a certificate. Pictured f.l.t.r.:
Horst Vohwinkel and Bruno
Dautzenberg (both General Managers
of Brabender Technologie), Dr. Stefan
Dietzfelbinger (General Manager of the
Lower Rhine Chamber of Industry and



Commerce), Sören Link (Mayor of
Duisburg), Dr. Günter Kuhlmann
(General Manager of
Brabender Technologie).

As General Manager Bruno Dautzenberg puts it: “Given that we had to relocate
last year during ongoing operations, we simply postponed our anniversary
celebration by one year, because we wanted to celebrate it together with you.”

Demonstrations in the Technical Center



Guests were able to see the impact of
filling problems up close during the
course of three trials in the new
Technical Center.

The new technical centre comprises both the epicentre of the ‘K49’ building,
where bulk material feeding trials demonstrated the opportunities that the new



facility provides. Thanks to the test lab second floor, filling and refilling processes
can be simulated in addition to conducting feeding tests.Guests were able to see
live what a negative impact small upstream conditions can have on the actual
feeding process. “The topic of feeding sounds straightforward enough, but it is
not as trivial as it looks and is seriously dependent on upstream processes”,
Bruno Dautzenberg explains.

Satisfied Customers and Suppliers

Customers and partners expressed their satisfaction and showed their affinity
with the company. One spontaneous answer to the question of what one would
wish Brabender Technologie for the future was: “That they continue in business
for at least as long as we do!” In Duisburg people are also proud of this long-
established company. Duisburg’s mayor Sören Link says: “A global market leader,
brand new, state-of-the-art corporate headquarters and personnel that you can
always rely on – this is how you could describe Brabender – ready to face the
future.”


